
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
global senior manager. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of
qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications,
you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for global senior manager

Ensure that the consolidation processes are Sarbanes-Oxley compliant
Developing and driving HR initiatives - process and employment practice
improvement, training, metrics/trending and analytics
Directly handling a caseload of highly complex HR matters involving
performance management, employment compliance, organizational
effectiveness and org change/design issues
Works with suppliers to produce quarterly business/financial reports
Identify and maintain strong relationships with key opinion leaders,
customers, instrument companies, professional associations, and advisory
boards as needed to deliver against strategies
Acts as international subject matter expert to Enterprise Business Leaders in
meetings, events, Regional Councils, leadership meetings, cross-functional
projects
Manage timelines for process, policy, and tool changes managed within the
Global Sales Productivity team to deployment
Act as the single point of contact for all program activity updates, schedules,
and timeline updates and changes, and overall status communications
Coordinate with cross-functional teams to facilitate program releases and
report project status
Develop and maintain the master plan, milestones, tasks, and delivery dates
for multiple process, policy and or systematic change releases
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Extensive knowledge of online advertising industry, ad networks, exchanges,
marketplace and technology trends
Knowledge of the audience data marketplaces
Forward thinker with excellent teamwork, communication, analytical and
problem solving skills
A minimum of 8 years’ of prior experience in managing a high-profile
consumer-facing brand
Bachelor's degree in engineering, marketing or business management or
other related field
Experience and judgment for building great advertising creative and
demonstrated ability to identify great agency teams and work through them
to bring a creative idea to life


